PROMO MASK CATALOG

NO HIDDEN FEES
DELIVERED PRICE TO FINAL DESTINATION
CONTACT US FOR ORDERS MORE THAN 20K PIECES
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MSK001

FABRIC:
2 LAYER 95% POLYESTER 5% SPANDEX
95% COTTON 5% SPANDEX ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING

SIZE (INCHES):
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
5.12IN HIGH X 7.87IN WIDE
(11.81IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

AVAILABILITY:

EARLOOPS/TRIM:
EARLOOPS & BINDING IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

DECORATION: BLANK

DECORATION: 1 COLOR

DECORATION: 2 COLOR

DECORATION: 3 COLOR
MSK001

- **Decoration**: Printed Label
- **Decoration**: Flat Emb.
- **Decoration**: 3D Emb.
MSK001YOUTH

FABRIC:
2 LAYER 95% POLYESTER 5% SPANDEX
95% COTTON 5% SPANDEX ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING

SIZE (INCHES):
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
4.33IN HIGH X 5.90IN WIDE
(9.85IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

AVAILABILITY:

EARLOOPS/TRIM:
EARLOOPS & BINDING IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

DECORATION:
BLANK

DECORATION:
1 COLOR

DECORATION:
2 COLOR

DECORATION:
3 COLOR
MSK001 YOUTH

DECORATION: PRINTED LABEL

DECORATION: FLAT EMB.

DECORATION: 3D EMB.
MSK001 AND MSK001 YOUTH COLOR AVAILABILITY

COLOR #1 BLACK
COLOR #2 PMS 7534C
COLOR #3 WHITE
COLOR #4 PMS 435C
COLOR #5 PMS 604C
COLOR #6 PMS 1859C
COLOR #7 PMS 196C
COLOR #8 PMS 7499C
COLOR #9 PMS 3375C
COLOR #10 PMS 2072C
COLOR #11 PMS 156C
COLOR #12 PMS 169C
COLOR #13 PMS 7847C
COLOR #14 PMS 1777C
COLOR #15 PMS 196C
COLOR #16 PMS 155C
COLOR #17 PMS 380C
COLOR #18 PMS 2905C
COLOR #19 PMS 5635C
COLOR #20 PMS 114C
COLOR #21 PMS 700C
COLOR #22 PMS 123C
COLOR #23 PMS 4655C
COLOR #24 PMS 1788C
COLOR #25 PMS 423C
COLOR #26 PMS 2617C
COLOR #27 PMS 2573C
COLOR #28 PMS 7662C
COLOR #29 PMS 2617C
COLOR #30 PMS 227C
COLOR #31 PMS 3165C
COLOR #32 PMS 5625C
COLOR #33 PMS 2389C
COLOR #34 PMS 171C
COLOR #35 PMS 425C
COLOR #36 PMS 192C
COLOR #37 PMS 350C
COLOR #38 PMS 200C
COLOR #39 PMS 183C
COLOR #40 PMS 355C
COLOR #41 PMS 2059C
COLOR #42 PMS 4725C
COLOR #43 PMS 4695C
COLOR #44 PMS 2157C
COLOR #45 PMS 309C
COLOR #46 PMS 7650C
COLOR #47 PMS 205C
COLOR #48 PMS 3305C
COLOR #49 PMS 2007C
COLOR #50 PMS 296C
COLOR #51 PMS 7655C
COLOR #52 PMS 7421C
COLOR #53 PMS 412C
COLOR #54 PMS 7771C
COLOR #55 PMS 3285C
COLOR #56 PMS 436C
COLOR #57 PMS 218C
COLOR #58 PMS 5195C
COLOR #59 PMS 2477C
COLOR #60 HI VIZ
COLOR #61 PMS 412C
COLOR #62 LIME
COLOR #63 PMS 7771C
COLOR #64 HI VIZ ORANGE
COLOR #65 PMS 424C
COLOR #66 PMS 273C
COLOR #67 PMS 431C
COLOR #68 PMS 7588C
COLOR #69 HI VIZ GREEN
COLOR #70 PMS 193C
COLOR #71 PMS 194C
COLOR #72 PMS 289C
COLOR #72 PMS 287C
MSK001A

FABRIC:
2 LAYER 80% POLYESTER / 20% COTTON KNITTED FABRIC
95% COTTON 5% SPANDEX ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING

SIZE (INCHES):
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
5.12IN HIGH X 7.87IN WIDE
(11.81IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

EARLOOPS/TRIM:
EARLOOPS & BINDING IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

DECORATION:  BLANK

DECORATION:  1 COLOR

DECORATION:  2 COLOR

DECORATION:  3 COLOR
**MSK001A YOUTH**

**FABRIC:**
2 LAYER 80% POLYESTER / 20% COTTON KNITTED FABRIC
95% COTTON 5% SPANDEX ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING

**SIZE (INCHES):**
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
4.33IN HIGH X 5.90IN WIDE
(9.85IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

**COLORS:**
WHITE AND BLACK

**EARLOOPS/TRIM:**
EARLOOPS & BINDING IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

**DECORATION:**
- **BLANK**
- **1 COLOR**
- **2 COLOR**
- **3 COLOR**
MSK002

FABRIC:
1 LAYER - 100% THICK POLYESTER MASK
100% SOFT ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING-PLASTIC
ADJUSTABLE TOGGLE

SIZE (INCHES):
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
5.51IN HIGH X 9.95IN WIDE
(14.17IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

COLORS:
WHITE AND BLACK IN STOCK

EARLOOPS/TRIM:
ADJUSTABLE EARLOOP IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

DECORATION: BLANK

DECORATION: 1 COLOR

DECORATION: 2 COLOR

DECORATION: 3 COLOR
MSK003

Fabric:
2 Layer
100% Cotton Mask
95% Cotton 5% Spandex Elastic Ear Loop / Binding

Size (Inches):
Mask Section Approximately
5.12in High x 7.87in Wide
(11.81in Wide Including Ear Loops)

Colors:
White and Black in Stock

Earloops/Trim:
Adjustable earloop in either black or white

Decoration: Blank

Decoration: Printed Label
MSK003 YOUTH

FABRIC:
2 LAYER
100% COTTON MASK
95% COTTON 5% SPANDEX ELASTIC EAR LOOP / BINDING

SIZE (INCHES):
MASK SECTION APPROXIMATELY
4.33IN HIGH X 5.90IN WIDE
(9.85IN WIDE INCLUDING EAR LOOPS)

COLORS:
WHITE AND BLACK IN STOCK

EARLOOPS/TRIM:
ADJUSTABLE EARLOOP IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

DECORATION: BLANK

DECORATION: PRINTED LABEL
MSK004

**FABRIC:**
3 PLEATED, 3 LAYER MASK
2 LAYERS 100% COTTON POPLIN
1 LAYER OF 50g NON WOVEN MATERIAL
SOFT ELASTIC LOOPS IN WHITE
ALL STITCHING TO MATCH COLOUR OF MASK

**SIZE (INCHES):**
APPROXIMATELY
3.54 inches HIGH X 7.09 inches WIDE

**COLORS:**
WHITE AND BLACK IN STOCK

**EARLOOPS/TRIM:**
ADJUSTABLE EARLOOP IN EITHER BLACK OR WHITE

**DECORATION:**
- **BLANK**
- **1 COLOR**
- **2 COLOR**
- **3 COLOR**
### PACKING

![Images of packed items](image-url)

### TIMELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAMPLE TIME</th>
<th>1-3 DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION TIME</td>
<td>7-10 DAYS FOR ORDER QUANTITY BELOW 30,000 PIECES WHEN FABRIC IS AVAILABLE IN STOCK. THESE ARE GUIDELINES INQUIRE FOR UPDATED SCHEDULE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELIVERY</td>
<td>2000+ QTY – DELIVERED TO FINAL DESTINATION APPROXIMATELY 3 WEEKS AFTER PROOF APPROVAL PENDING PRODUCTION SCHEDULE AND CUSTOMS CLEARANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKING</td>
<td>BELOW 2000PCS – PLEASE ADD ADDITIONAL TIME AS DOMESTIC FREIGHT RATES AND TRANSIT TIME FROM 21702 WILL APPLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTON SIZE</td>
<td>20 PIECES / LARGER SELF SEALED POLY BAG - 1 PIECE SELF SEALED POLY BAG AVAILABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 PIECES PER CARTON WITH NO INNERS 25<em>13</em>21 INCHES (62<em>31</em>52 CM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>